Peewee 100
Practicality and rusticity in a versatile and easy-to-operate equipment
Mariscope started the development
of ROVs in the early 1990's and the
first sales in the industry of quality
ROVs were done in 1994. Today
Mariscope is one of the few
companies still owned by its
founder, Christian Haag.
Mariscope specialized in the
manufacture and customization of
ROVs, towed systems, underwater
cameras
and
oceanographic
equipment.
The Peewee has a resistant and
robust AISI 316L stainless steel
structural chassis, hand-welded
(TIG) and crystal blasted, which
gives it the resistance and rusticity
that characterize the brand's ROVs.
This ROV is equipped with three
brushless
magnetic
coupling
thrusters of 150 W each.
These last generation motors,
designed by Mariscope, do not use
polluting coolants and are
protected by an electronic circuit in
case of overload.

Its Full HD camera, combined with
high power LEDs, allows real-time
surface viewing with high quality
image.
The depressor integrated in the
design also allows it to be used as a
towed camera.
Its video console and wireless
steering console, both installed in
Pelican cases, make the system
highly transportable and flexible.
The Peewee 100 has been designed
to be taken wherever it is needed,
and to fulfill its mission,
professionally and efficiently.

With the launch of the Peewee 100,
the idea of manufacturing an ultracompact, robust, quality ROV is
finally no longer a dream.

This ROV also has the lifetime
warranty that Mariscope offers with
its products. It is the only
manufacturer in the world to offer
this warranty on its systems, with
no limit on working hours.

Peewee 100

ROV SPECIFICATIONS

SURFACE UNITS

Dimensions

630 x 390 x 270 mm

Weight

18 Kg

Operating depth

Up to 100 meters

Propulsion

3 brushless electric motors with magnetic
coupling with 150 W power each (2
horizontals y 1 vertical), in aluminum
housing resistant to salt water and
sacrificial zinc anode.

Power required

1,0 Kw

Speed

2,5 Knots

Camera

Full HD (1920 x 1080) camera in external
tilt system (160° swivel angle) with built-in
laser pointers, installed in salt water
resistant aluminum housing with
anodized surface.

Lighting

High power LED spotlights (>2900 lumens
each).

Standard sensors

- Depth gauge
- Digital compass
- ROV and Tilt mechanism inclination
sensor
- ROV power consumption

Automatic functions

Video
Console

Installed in Pelican box, with 21.5" monitor,
industrial computer with forced cooling and 500 Gb
capacity SSD recording unit.
Real time Full HD transmission to surface and onscreen display of piloting functions.

Steering
Console

Pelicase Hull iM2050 wireless control console, with
range up to 500 meters and rechargeable batteries.
2 joysticks for ROV operation, lights on/intensity
control and all available piloting functions.

PSU

Self-regulating power unit integrated in the video
console.
Input selectable between single-phase 230 V AC or
three-phase 380 V AC.

CABLE AND REEL
Carrete

Manufactured in AISI 316L stainless steel, with
sealed gold plated slip rings in a watertight housing
and connection to the umbilical through a subsea
connector.

Cable
umbilical

Multipolar with polyethylene or polyurethane
coating, high visibility yellow color and negative
buoyancy. With Kevlar reinforcement and 500 kg
tensile strength.

- Auto Depth / Auto Dive
- Auto Head
- Automatic gimbal (automatic tilt correction
to maintain the observed horizon)
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